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ABSTRACT

A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE LEADERSHIP THEMES
PORTRAYED IN THE DILBERT COMIC STRIP
STEPHANIE L. McCOLLUM

JLNE

2001

Itlon-thesis (ML597) Project

Comic strips provide a graphic glimpse into the collective consciousness of

a

culture and its time in history. Scott Adams' popular Dilbert comic strip provides not
only humor to its large audience but a social commentary on today's corporate work

culture. Through the imaginative world of Dilberf, Scott Adams exposes the
contradictory underlying values, attitudes and feelings of today's corporate work culture
and its leadership. This paper compares the leadership themes portrayed

in

the

Dilbert

comic strip to the Augsburg kadership Development model. One hundred Dilbert comic
strips were analyzed, categorized and compared to the key leadership attributes and
values of the model: ethical, creative, risk assumptive, decisive, communicative and

culturally aware. In the discussion, Dilberl satire is analyzed from

a mass media

perspective in order to examine its social and psychological influence on today's work
culture.
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Introduction

In 1989 Scott Adams introduced the nation to Dilbert, acomic strip that pokes fun
at today's corporate management and culture. Today, Adams' Dilbert is one of the most

popular and widely followed comic strips of the century. Dilbert runs in over 1,700
newspapers in 51 countries (Postrel, 1999). In addition to the comic strips, Adams has

written three best-selling books, created a merchandising empire and introduced a
television version of Dilbert.
What makes this comic strip so popular? Adams' Dilbert comic strip has become
a

popular phenomenon with workers everywhere because its humor captures almost dead-

on a unique culture of the business world and satirizes its values and attitudes. It exposes

in an inoffensive way the absurdities of the corporate work culture and the impracticality
of some office practices and management fads (Postrel, 1999). The comic stnp hits so
close to reality that people are caught saying, o'Isn't what's happening to Dilbert the same

thing that's going on in this company right now?"
The comic strip's continued success begs the question, is Dilberl an accurate

portrait of today's workplace

- or simply an exaggerated

cartoon? Underlying the humor

is a deeper running social commentary by Adams. While Adams is funny, he's also

a

leading social critic and astute observer of the absurdity and pains of today's work

culture. After reading several of his comic strips and books, as well as articles and
interviews with Adams, a corporate worker could argue that much of what he puts in his

comic strip is true. He supports his humorous claims based on his 17 years of work at
PacBell and the hundreds of real life e-mail stories he receives from fans each day.

Two management experts would also agree that Scott Adams has definitely struck
a nerve

with people everywhere. Mike Hammer, who is a fan of Dilbert and has written

Reengineering the Corporation, was quoted as saying, "It's not a comic strip, it's a
documentary

- it provides

the best window into the reality of corporate

life that I've ever

seen" (Levy, 1996). Another management expert, Guy Kawasaki of Apple Computer,
agrees saying, "There are only two kinds of companies, those that reco gntze they're

just

like Dilbert, and those that are also like Ditbert but don't know it yet" (Irvy, 1996).
Whether or not Dilbert is as close to the truth as Adams would want his audience to
believe, his satire offers employees and managers something to think about.

If

the comic strip Dilbert is a true reflection of today's workplace, how is

it

significant to the study of leadership? Thomas Inge once wrote that any phenomenon that
plays so heavily on the sensibilities of the populace deserves study purely for sociological
reasons

if for no other (Inge, 1978). Besides

a simple laugh and contribution to the

subculture of art, comics historically have reflected popular attitudes, tastes and mores of

society. They often speak directly to human desires, needs, and emotions (Inge, 1978),
Dilbert is no exception. It's worthy of study simply because of the attention it draws.
Instead of taking a broad view of comics and society, it is the intent of this paper

to focus on one comic strip, Dilbert. At the heart of Adams'comic stnp is a constant
reminder that Dilbert's boss and the faceless executive leaders are incompetent and
heartless. They are poflrayed as practicing idiotic management fads that provide little
value to the employees or the marketplace. Dilbert's social commentary on management
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practices and behaviors raises subtle yet serious questions that deserve attention within
the larger study of leadership, The purpose of this paper is to examine the leadership
themes that are conveyed explicitly and

implicitly in the Dilbert comic stnp narratives. In

addition, the Dilbert comic strip is examined from a satirical perspective in order to
uncover the sociological and psychological influences it may be having on the values and

thinking of both workers and management.
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Literature Review

Historically editorial cartoons and later comic strips provided a visual glimpse
into the collective consciousness of the times. For example, Pogo, a popular comic strip
of the 1940s and 1950s, is famous for satirizing the collective political and social state of
humankind with its famous line, "'W'e have met the enemy and he is us." In the 1950s
satire flourished in the comics. Blorudie satirized the institution of marriage; Dogpatch

illustrated the hypocnsies and absurdities of the larger social and political trends of the
nation; and Beetle Bailey satirized military life (Inge, L978). On the tails of Pogo,
Peanuts 'intellectually ironic themes captured the imagination of the people in the 1960s

(Inge, 1978). Gaty Trudeau's Doonesbury, with its counterculture philosophy, topped the
1970s. The leading comics of the 1980s and 1990s, except for the fantasy of Bill
Watterson's Calvin and Hobbes, Berke Breathed's Bloom County, and Gary Larson's Far
Side, chronicle real-life problems and affronts. Dilbert' s niche is the problems employees

encounter in a corporate work environment. Adams chronicles the lives of perplexed,
mistreated and humiliated individuals caught up in the craziness of the 1990s corporate

work environment.
Besides several popular magazine reviews and critiques of the Dilbert

"phenomenon," there has been little serious academic or management research done on
the leadership commentary Dilbert rcpresents through the popular culture. Tom Brown,

who has interviewed Scott Adams several times and read all his books of collected comic
strips, looks the closest at Dilbert through the eyes of the human resources practitioner.
He has written articles for Human Resource Focus and Management Review and has
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concluded that Scott Adams is the nation's unofficial secretary of human resources. He
says, "There has always been something deeper to Adams'

humor. When the office

chuckles subside over today's daily Dilbert dilly, what usually remains are serious,
sometimes seething scowls dealing with work conditions, management myopia, corporate

direction

- or all three" (Brown, 1997). He cites Geoffrey James who wrote a Viewpoint

piece in the New YorkTimes,
Companies must step up to the challenge to 'free Dtlbert' by creating better, more
human-friendly workplaces. The popularity of Dilberr reflects the fact that many
people find their jobs futile, boring and nonproductive. Plagued by abusive
bosses, pointless rules and meaningless strategies, these workers live for the
weekend, doing as little as possible to get through the work week. A result is a
workplace that is very much like that of a Dilbert cafioon - but a heck of a lot less
funny. And what is particularly sad is that most people do not expect anything
better (Brown, 1997).

Tom Brown's impression is that Adams is campaigning for the kinds of things
that human resource leaders have been demanding for years: a workplace that provides

meaningful employment for workers, that eliminates double-talk, that minimizes the need

for pricey consultants, that provides work processes to boost productivity in honest ways,
and replaces corporate folderol with forceful business practices (Brown, 1997).

A cntic of Dilberf, Norman Solomon, on the other hand, argues that Adams is far
from being sympathetic to the workers who read his strips and buy his books. Irlorman
Solomon is a nationally syndicated columnist for media and politics and has written
several books on media bias, and in general is considered a "media watchdog." He thinks

Dilbert makes

a mockery

of workers. In his book, The Trouble with Dilberr, he writes,

"Dilbert is a fraud. With lucrative licensing agreements that include deals with Xerox
and Intel, Adams is an impish yet loyal subject, a court jester who has proven his
eagerness to serve the royal highness in a land where cash is king"(Soloman, L997).
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Solomon's argument is that Dilbert, as part of the mass media culture, does have

a

deeper sociological and psychological effect on our culture. He argues that while Adams'

Dilbert reveals some mass cultural truths, it doesn't help the mass culture find solutions
in an effort to improve today's work culture.
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Methodology

To meet the objective of this research, an interpretive analysis of one hundred

Dilbert comic strips was conducted. The Dilbert comtc stnps were selected from Scott
Adams' comic stnp collection entitled, Don't Step in the Leadership (1999) and Dilbert
Gives You the

from

a

B.u_Ein-ess

(1999). The one hundred comic strips were selected randomly

pool of eligible comic strips. The criteria for eligibility were based on "the boss"

character interacting with Dilbert, another employee or group of employees in each comic

strip. Each stnp's content was analyzed and identified as representing one of the six
leadership themes according to the Augsburg Leadership Development Model

(Appendix): ethical, creative, risk assumptive, decisive, communicative and culturally
aware.

Leadership
Theme
Ethical

Number of Cartoons
Sampled

Creative
Risk Assumptive
Decisive
Communicative
Culturally Aware
Misc. t

15

t4
1

5

L2
6

47
100 Canoons

One to three sample comic stnps from each category were chosen to represent the

leadership theme being analyzed. The sample strip's content was further described,
analyzed, interpreted and evaluated for the particular leadership theme presented.

* The miscellaneous comic strips could not be identified or categoriqed into any one of
the six leadership abilities associated with the Augsburg Leadership Development Model.

1

Leadership

+

Sense of Vision

-+

lEIffil

Human resource departments have been built into industries as a watchdog or
guardian for breaches of ethical behavior. Managers are held responsible by human
resource departments for treating their employees with respect and utmost fairness.

Historically, leaders were allowed great amounts of latitude in the treatment of their
employees, many times leading to abuses that became discnminatory, manipulative and

inequitable in nature. This led to breakdowns in trust and respect between leaders and
workers

A leader's ethical foundation is the basis for his/her followers' trust. Good moral
ethics reflect an individual's integrity, character and values. Followers are attuned to
what is socially fair and just. They recognize the leader's tolerance of spiritual,

philosophical, and political differences. Without this ethical framework, respect and
subsequent follower loyalty breaks down.

In the I00 Dilbert cartoons that were selected, 14 were perceived and categorized
as dealing

with the ethical dimension of the Augsburg l.eadership Development Model.

They were selected as ethical because the content satirizes one or more of the values
outlined in the model -- having a social awareness, developing an environmental
awareness, exhibiting a tolerance for religious and philosophical points of view, and the

wisdom of being sensitive towards the complexities of a given situation.
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In the first comic stnp sequence (tigure 1) the boss proclaims, "My new policy is
to discnminate against single people. It's totally legal!" The employees have an
expression of disbelief on their faces. In the second frame the boss solicits their marital
status by stating, "Write your marital status on this list so I know who has no reason to go

home at night." The boss has flagrantly broken all codes of ethical conduct in singling

out a group who will be treated with inequity, and makes known that he will expect this
group to work longer hours because they do not have a family to go home to at night. In
the last frame the employees show their disdain and disrespect for the boss' new policy by

lying to him about their marital status. The employee's disrespect and disloyalty are
reflections of a breakdown in ethical practices by the boss.
In the second comic strip sequence (figure 2) the boss announces to his
employees, "Dangerous asbestos has been found in every room in the building." In the
second frame the boss says, "The problem

will

be addressed using a scientific process.

Something called attrition."
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Figure 2
The boss implies to his employees that the problem of asbestos poisoning will not be
addressed but

will remedy itself as the employees become sick and leave their jobs. In

essence, the boss does not see the safeguard of his employees as a

priority. Through

neglect the boss will compromise what is good moral ethical behavior and risk his
employees' health in the office environment.
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In the third comic strip (figure 3), Dilbert approaches his boss saying, "I filled out
the confidential questionnaire about your style of management." In the second frame

Dilbert

says,

"I

hope

it's useful for that management

class you're taking. Only your

instructor sees those, right?" The third frame conveys the thoughts of both men as the

IO

boss is out of the frame already opening up the questionnaire and saying to himself,

"Ooh, good marks! And it says he trusts me too!" Dilbert walks away thinkrng, "I played
that about right." Dilbert was aware of the unethical character of this man, knowing that
he would breach the confidence of the questionnaire.
These three comic strips explicitly display the unethical practices of

Dilberl's

boss

and the employees' distrust for their manager. The strip goes over-the-top to show a

leader who will compromise all ethical principles

if

he thinks the methods are a means to

the desired ends. When comparing the Dilbert comic strips to the Augsburg Leadership
Development Model, the boss' behavior contradicts the solid ethical development of a

leader. The boss steps over all good ethical lines. He distorts social status by unethically
discriminating against a group of people based on their marital status and compromises
good ethical behavior by not safeguarding the environment for his employees. The boss'
unethical character is unable to grasp, through good moral wisdom, the complexities of a
given problem and address them with an ethical solution.
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Exemplary leaders, whether historical or contemporary, have more often than not
been associated with original thinking and creative problem

solving. Starting with the

basic invention of the wheel to the digital age today, people saw a need and addressed it

with

a creative

solution. People who had

a

futuristic perspective and an ability to be

flexible, adaptable and innovative usually achieved success. We can

see

this today in

every aspect of the business world -- progressive leadership that dares to stretch the limits

of our imagination in a rapidly changing environment with ideas that are unique and
constructive.

In the L00 Dilbert cafioons selected, 15 were perceived and categonzed as dealing

with the creativity dimension of the Augsburg Leadership Development Model. They
were selected as creative because the content satirizes the creative values outlined in the

model -- developing a sense of vision, flexibility, adaptability and innovativeness. In the

first comic stnp sequence (figure 4), the boss announces to the employees, "We will
abandon our strategy of making good

products..." The employees appear to have a blank

expression of dumbfoundedness on their faces.
o
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The boss then says, "From now on we'll pursue a desperate strategy of mergers, business

spin-offs, fruitless partnerships and random reorganizations." With this statement, the
boss is conveying to the employees

little

sense of future vision, almost no adaptability

and no creative concepts or ideas. In essence, his vision is a repeat of something that
someone else has already tried in an effort to effect change. In the last frame the boss
announces, "'W'e'll accelerate our program of paying the good employees to leave." This

last statement reveals that he has no intentions of offenng a creative solution to an old
problem.
The next comic strip (figure 5) shows the boss sitting at his desk intuitively

thinking that there is a "...creative idea being formed somewhere in the building." The
o'I
boss' motives become apparent when his thoughts reveal, must find it and crush it."

The boss' thoughts indicate that he is threatened by potential change and innovative

ideas. His thoughts physically manifest with a suggestion box set out for employees in an
attempt to catch the employee who has the creative idea. This comic strip shows a
management posture that inhibits creative thought, adaptability and long-range thinking.
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These two examples elicit humor because they contradict everything the reader

knows about being a creative and innovative leader. Dilbert' s boss' strategy is admittedly
desperate and shortsighted. His breeding of creative ideas is limited to a suggestion box

that is a trap whereby ideas are crushed. Dilbert and his fellow employees are left with
no vision or working environment where creative thought is developed or initiated.
When comparing the creative comic strips to the Augsburg l*adership Model, they

contradict the creative ideal of a developing leader.
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The risk assumptive attribute in the Augsburg Leadership Model could be one of
the most critical attributes of good leadership. This attribute coincides with being

creative and decisive. First, good leaders usually exhibit an ability to take the initiative or

risk in any given situation. Second, based on their own confidence in taking risks,
exemplary leaders encourage others to take nsks as well. They tend to set higher goals

for both themselves and their followers so they make contributions beyond their potential.
This particular attribute may even be perceived by followers as acts of courage rather than
acts of risks to the extent of increasing respect and subsequent loyalty.

In the 100 Dilbert carloons selected, there was only one that was perceived and
categorized as dealing with the risk assumptive dimension of the Augsburg Leadership
Development Model. The comic strip (figure 6) was selected as risk assumptive because
the content reflected either the boss or employee taking what could be interpreted as a

nsk in their business culture. It's explained to Dilbert that the top executives have

a

program whereby they have lunch with their employees in an effort to find out what is on
the workers' minds.
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In the first frame the top executive seated at the table tells Dilbert that he may speak

freely. We perceive the top executive

as a person who is magnanimously asking

Dilbert

to take a nsk and tell him good or bad, what's on his mind. At the same time, the boss is
potentially taking the nsk of receiving some criticism. In the second frame Dilbert takes
the risk assumptive role by saying,

"Okay...it

seems

like the company is lackrng

leadership and direction. The executives squelch all initiative by punishing those who
take risks and voice opinions." Dilbert ts motivated by wanting to see change take place
at the executive level even at the risk of insulting the top executive. The last frame

reveals that Dilbert's risk was in vain as the top executive is holding his spoon in a

flinging position saying, "You leave me little choice but to fling this au gratin potato at
your forehead." Dilbert's only conclusion must be that this executive is not willing to
take a risk himself in hearing criticism or allow his employees to take the initiative in a

risk assumptive manner.
Again, this strip elicits humor because Adams pokes fun at the underlying
assumption of the reader that flinging mashed potatoes in a nsk assumptive conversation
is not socially acceptable. This comic strip example contradicts socially acceptable
behavior in a risk assumptive situation. Dilbert' s boss has no intention of taking a risk by

listening to the employees and, therefore, feels free to threaten the employee with, of all
things, potato on Dilberf's forehead. When comparing the risk assumptive comic strip to
the Augsburg Leadership Model, it contradicts the risk assumptive ideal of a developing
leader.
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The ability to exercise sound judgement in decision making is a vital attribute in
good leadership. Iraders must possess a high degree of self-confidence and the ability to
act upon their decisions with courage and conviction. They must also have an analytical

capacity with the ability of good logical deductive reasoning. They need to be "in tune"

with their work environment, understand the diverse needs of workers, be skilled in
managing conflict, with sensitivity in the course of their decision making. Most

important, good leaders must understand the risks that come with their decisions, and
know that they must courageously own and live with their decision no matter what the
outcome.

In the 100 Dilbert carloons selected, only five were perceived and calegonzed

as

dealing with the decisive dimension of the Augsburg Leadership Development Model.
The comic stnps were selected as decisive because the content reflected Dilbert asking

for direction and a management decision from the boss. In the first comic stnp (figure 7)
the boss is captured sayinB,

"I'm starting

an interdisciplinary task force to study our

decision-making process." In the second frame Dilbert, being aware of the boss'
oxymoron says, "So, you're using a bad decision-making process to decide how to fix our
bad decision-making process?" The boss answers back,

"I don't know how else we could

find the source of our problem." Dilbert and the reader must conclude that the boss has
absolutely no analytical or critical thinkrng ability in his decision-making process.
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In the second comic strip (figure 8) Dilberr informs his boss that he only has time

to do one of two assignments

. Dilberl explains

to the boss that one is important and one

is not and asks which one he should do. The boss says, "Both." Dilbert explains further
that he knows the boss wants both, but

if

he can only get one done, which one does he

want. The boss responds, "Combine them

and

just do the one." It's again clear in this

sequence of dialogue that the boss is not listening to

Dilbert

and is ambivalent towards

Dilbert' s dilemma. The boss doesn't provide the critically clear direction or management
decision that Dilbert needs to complete his work successfully.
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These two comic strips elicit humor because they ultimately contradict everything
the reader knows about being an effective leader with good decision-making judgment.

Dilbert' s boss has no intention of trying to understand the intricacies of the situation. He
makes his decisions by offering solutions that are completely irrelevant to the problems
presented to

him. The boss'

vague indecisiveness leaves Dilbert and his associates

frustrated and demoralized. When the comic stnps are compared with the Augsburg
Leadership Development Model's decisive attribute in a developing leader, the boss does

not exhibit an understanding of the problem complexities nor an ability to discern and
deduce the workings of the situation

l9

Leadership

+

Facility for Persuasion

* @

Being communicative is one of the most important aspects of effective leadership.
The very essence of good communication involves effectively conveying ideas or
concepts in a way that makes the message comprehensible to the other party receiving the
message. Conversely, the leader has to exhibit perceptive listening skills, listening with

sensitivity -- dignifying the speaker's response. Other good leadership communication
attributes include respect, discernment and fairness. Respect is vital in good leadership

communications. Icaders have to be respectful of all ideas and concepts conveyed by the

followers. There also has to be prudent discernment or good judgment in the evaluation
of the follower's input and, at the same time, a conveyance of diplomatic fairness in that
discernment.

In the I00 Dilbefi cartoons selected, 12 were perceived and categorized as dealing

with the communicative dimension of the Augsburg I-eadership Development Model.
They were perceived as communicative because the contents of the cartoons reflected
reoccurring themes of communicative abilities -- listening skills, interpersonal sensitivity
and respect, and diplomacy. In figure 9, the boss explicitly states the need for more

communication between management and employees.
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Figure 9
Respect in good leadership communications is raised in the first frame as the boss refers

to his employees as quote "...whatever you are." The reader must conclude that the boss
has little respect for his employees by addressing them as "whatever you are," with the

implication that his status is above recognizing what their status is in the organization.
The solution the boss offers conveys further disrespect as he proposes a once-a-month
open-door-day policy when the employees can "...whine... and I will listen with a
concerned expression." Subsequently, the boss implies that his time is more valuable than

their time, and his expectation of the employees is that they will whine. The boss next
makes a stonewalling comment, "Then

I'll

explain why everything is fine just the way it

is." His statement strongly suggests that he really doesn't want to hear their input in the
first place. The boss concludes with the self-absorbed projection that, "Then morale will
improve, profits will skyrocket and my stock options will make me rich." This statement
reflects a lack of sensitivity towards his employees' thoughts while thinking at the same
time that his career path will be rewarded for having implemented this idea.
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In figure I0 Dilberl is musing about something that he would like to discuss with
the boss, at risk that the boss may fire

him. Dilbert is preoccupied with

the notion that

the environment is not safe for open and fair communication.
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10

Dilbert finally musters his courage and declares to the boss, "I feel that you don't respect
me." He elaborates, "It's an intangible thing ...I see it in your body language... and
sometimes the things you say." The last frames portray the boss going through incredible

contortions in an effort to use Dilbert' s shirt to stifle a horrendous sneeze -- ripping the
shirt right off of Dilbert' s back. The last frame portrays Dilbert alone saying, "This has
been something less than a victory for workers everywhere." This gesture by the boss,

while grossly exaggerated, reflects a lack of respect and sensitivity towards an employee
who is searching for management support and approval. Dilbert' s last response to the
situation conveys the helplessness and hopelessness of the employee.
These two examples elicit humor and work because they ultimately contradict the

effective communicative abilities that are desirable traits in a leader. On the one hand, the
boss wants to increase communication between management and employees, but doesn't
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want to listen or respond with diplomacy or sensitivity. When comparing the cartoons to
the Augsburg I-eadership Model, they contradict the communicative ideal

/.5

Leadership -+ Facility for Persuasion

* @

In today's expanding marketplace, having a cultural awareness and sensitivity is

imperative. In a world where leaders must interrelate on

a business basis, they have to

understand and be tolerant toward diverse values and laws that are many times driven by

specific cultural mores. This kind of tolerance and sensitivity inspires the cooperative
behavior that brings about mutual business relationship benefits. Likewise at home,

within our own industries, the trend towards an increasingly diverse culture within the
work place continues to grow. This phenomenon necessitates that leaders become aware
of cultural differences and needs, and appreciate the rich potential of ideas and
perspectives that diversity affords. Having a worldview perspective, tolerance for

individual differences, and appreciation for cultural differences is paramount in good
leaders.

In the 100 Dilbert caftoons selected, six were perceived and categorized

as

dealing with the culturally aware dimension of the Augsburg Iradership Development

Model. They were perceived as culturally aware because they consistently showed
management in situations whereby they were called upon to be culturally tolerant. In

figure 1 1, the boss is introducing the president of the company and opening the floor up
to questions. In the second frame one of the women employees is asking the question,

"Why aren't there any women or minorities in senior management positions?"
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In the last frame the president says, "'W'e think women are for making babies. As for
minorities, we fear them." This comic strip raises two concerns, one being ethical and the
other a culturally unaware leader. This comic strip shows the obvious in that admittedly
management doesn't see the value of tapping into the potential talents and gifts of

minorities.
In figure 12 two aliens ask the boss for his management secret. Without learning
more about the unique problem of the alien's culture, he instructs them to downsize half

of their full-time aliens who fly the UFO. The boss' solution obviously didn't work
because in the last frame, the boss says that the aliens

"still plowed into a snow-covered

alp."
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The reader concludes that the boss, not being culturally aware, suggested an inappropnate

solution to the alien culture's problem.
These two comic strips elicit humor from readers because satire is used again to

portray the irony of a time when being aware of other cultures is at the forefront of good,
ethical business practices today. When comparing the stnps to the Augsburg lradership

Model, they contradict the values that accompany cultural awareness.
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Discussion

As evidenced in this analysis, Scott Adams successfully uses satire in his comic
strips to make his audience laugh at the corporate workplace and management. Webster

Collegiate Dictionary defines satire as a "literary work holding up human vices and follies
to ridicule or scorn; trenchant wit, irony or sarcasm used to expose and discredit vice or

folly. It exposes or ridicules conduct, doctrines, or institutions either by direct criticism
or more often through irony, parody, or caricature" (1Otn Edition). Newspaper editorials,
cartoons, stand-up comedy, political satire and parodies (a humorous imitation of a
serious work, often a travesty, or a ridiculous or ludicrous imitation) are common
examples of satire. The Dilbert comic strip examples used in this short interpretive
analysis show the successful use of satire and irony to explore the contrast between the
readers' expectations and realities of a unique work culture and its leadership. Scott
Adams has incorporated five common elements found in successful satire: a setting,
characters, plot, targets of the satire and common satirical themes.

Satirical settings usually include complicated, unclear worlds in which rules do
not make sense or confused situations where absurdity, alienation or an uncontrolled

world is the nortn. InDilbert,the setting is a work world in which management's
policies and procedures do not make sense, are absurd in most cases, and alienation of the
workers is the cultural norrn.
The characters of satire often parody the romantic hero/heroine who is cowardly
or the intellectual satirist who tries to open minds to society's problems through witty

argument. Unlike romance heroes who always win, individuals in satire and irony never
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win in a significant way. Their quest usually fails. The realities of life are balanced
against their dreams. "The way

it is" is more powerful than "the way it might be."

Dilbert is an excellent example of a satirical character who is an intellectual trying to
open minds to the corporate world's problems through his witty dialogue with fellow

workers and bosses. However, his attempts to change the corporate work culture and his
boss' attitude are usually futile, resulting in a failed quest for change,
Satire usually doesn't follow a standard plot line. However, the content is often
categorized as light, serious or bitter satire. For example, Gary Larson's Far Side comic

stnp may be considered light satire using a nonthreatening look at human folly and
silliness; Woody Allen and National Lampoon may be considered more serious satire in
that they criticize rules, problems, standards, groups and classes. And Doonesbury,

which some consider offensive, is bitter satire that examines controversial issues that
attack some people's beliefs, values and sense of morality. The satire found in Dilbert
ranges from serious to

bitter. It criticizes silly corporate policies and standards and

sometimes tackles controversial workplace issues such as the ethical and respectful
treatment of a specific employee group (e.g. women or minorities).
Frequent targets of satire include large social institutions (e.g. government,
schools, religions, military or police); figures of authority (e.g. teachers, parents, the boss,

or government officials); social problems/conflict (e.g. racism, sexism, war, politics or
current affairs); and human weakness (e.g. greed, fads, power hungry people or stupidity).
The target of Adams' satire is the corporate business institution and Dilbert' s boss who is
portrayed as stupid.
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Common themes found in satire include the idea that 1) the world is full of folly
and injustice, but

it can be made better; 2) people should maintain balance and not get too

involved; or 3) we should simply laugh at the folly around us. Scott Ad.ams weaves these
themes throughout his

Dilbert strip. While he attacks and ridicules corporate work

environments and the boss' behavior, he gives us glimpses of how it could be made

better. During the course of a successful satirist's cycle of work, one might ask whether
or not a satirical view of life is a catalyst for change in the real workplace?
Research shows that television, radio, magazines, newspapers, news magazines,

the popular press, as well as music, film, theater, visual arts, popular literature, do much
more than passively reflect the social and political reality of our times (Hunter, 1991).
These institutions actively define reality, shape the times, and give meaning to the history

we witness and experience as ordinary citizens. Mass media's advertisements,

dramatization, and political spin impact and influence how people think which can result

in value shifts and new ways of interpreting life's experiences. Scott Adams' Dilbert
comic strip is a good example of how mass media can indeed act as an attitude catalyst
shaping our perceptions of the world around us.
The popularity of the Dilbert comic strip is attributed to the fact that he has tapped

into a universal collective consciousness. Cultural ironies can only be appreciated in
mass when there is a collective recognition of them. The
a

Dilbert character is in large part

reflection of a working person's situational work environment. In Dilbert, workers see

their own adversarial relationship and conflict in values with their management. They
have a common mentality of what is fair and just in the work place, and Dilberl conveys
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situations that contradict their sense of fairness and just treatment. Most workers view

Dilbert

as

their champion pointing out management's faults and shortcomings.

There is no doubt that Dilbert does strike a tone of gut reality. The average office

worker identifies with Dilbert as he/she receives policies and procedures that have no

relativity or sensitivity to what they do on a daily basis. Workers continue to see
nonsensical policies in the way of cost-saving cutbacks to enhance the profit picture.

They also see in Dilbert the so-called "pop programs" with very little redeeming
productive or constructive value that are conceived by management for purposes of
putting another stepping stone on their career path. The most negative reality that workers

identify with rn Dilberl is the demeaning aspect of their corporate existence, and their
feelings of being powerless under an administration that seems to be indifferent to them.

In essence, Scott Adams has captured in his Dilbert characters and dialogue a real-life
corporate style, behavior, and belief that depicts hopelessness and malfunction in the

work place.

By virtue of this comic stnp and to the extent it reflects real values and beliefs,
workers and management should be troubled by

it.

The comic strip begs the question, is

there evidence that this mass marketed message of work place dysfunction is raising

expectations and helping to alleviate some of the realistic problems that exist within the

work place? Or is the Dilbert comtc strip a part of a process making people more
accustomed to a stance of ironic passivity (Soloman, 1998)?

Norman Solomon, Scott Adams' most notable critic, argues that the Dilbert
character is not a champion of the worker at all but rather management's ally. Norman
Solomon examines the more serious underlying sociological and psychological effects of
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Adams' mass media satire. He argues that Scott Adams is doing a disservice to
employees. In his book, The Trouble with__Dilberr, Solomon says,
To crack the Dilberl code is to decipher how Dilbert - and much else in the mass
media - can expose easy truths and avoid tougher ones at the same time. Dilbert
flourishes in the context of mass culture that shores up the status quo by defining
the tepid outer boundaries of dissent (Solomon, 1998).

While the Dilbert readership may naively think that Dilberl could act as a catalyst of
change for a disparaging business climate, the opposite may be

Dilbert is a mass-marketed attitude that creates

a perceived

true. Solomon argues that

reality that fosters the

acceptance and perpetuation of the many negative aspects of the corporate existence

it

satirizes.

Dilbert does not suggest that we do much other then roll our eyes, find a suitable
acid quip and continue to smolder while avoiding deeper questions about power in
our society.,. management has no need to worry that Dilbert might raise public
expectations about corporate responsibilities and human values. On the contrary,
Dilbert - affirming "selfishness" as "immutable" - constantly lowers expectations

(Solomon, 1998).

Solomon uses Ralph Nader's comments aboul Dilbert to further support his argument:
You control people by lowering their expectations. This is true in the workplace
and other spheres of life. The diminishing of what we could or should expect from ourselves, and each other, and institutions - normalizes what we find
unpleasant or worse. For corporate elites, that diminishment is a pleasure to
behold...What happens with lowered expectations is that you got to keep lowering
them. That is a danger point for management. The thing that troubles me about
corporate executives is they have no interest in going down the abstraction ladder
to see what's happening. They're dealing with numbers. They are dealing with
columns. They're dealing with: are they going to get their bonus. They're dealing
with their stock share (Solomon, 1998).

If people analyze accepted behavior in their own sociological settings, they see
that expectations and standards are many times capricious in nature. If society's
perception of Dilbert is reality to the extent that people accept the limits of this massmarketed satire, society may accept this comic strip's content as the accepted standard of
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behavior. The result is not so much laughter as sighs of recognition and further

resignation. No major changes for the better can come about unless we break through the
limitations that often go unrecognized because they've become so familiar (Solomon,
1ee8).

Soloman's interpretation of the Dilbert comic strip is somewhat of a sad
commentary on American industrial society. It seems to reinforce the feelings of
powerlessness that is evident in many businesses. This kind of hopelessness could breed a

mediocrity and stagnancy within a business where even management feels powerless in
their effort to change work conditions for their employees.

Conclusion

This analysis of Scott Adams' Dilbert comic stnp and its significance to the study

of leadership themes found in the Augsburg kadership Model, suggests that the
sociological trends in leadership that Adams portrays in the 2l't century contradict the
ideals of good leadership. The popularity of Dilbeft's readership, with its portrayal of a
self-serving management style, in itself could imply that there are perceived managerial
trends today that fall short of being constructive or productive for workers.
Enthusiasts and supporters of Dilbert argue that Scott Adams' type of satire
resonates with workers and recognizes the human

folly of our work culture and its

leadership. Scott Adams captures feelings and thoughts in workers and management
relationships that before now, had not been spoken of or satirized at a nationally
recognized level . Dilbert is a champion for workers everywhere, an intelligent character
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who brings to light what workers and management have understood for years but not
acted upon or changed until possibly now.

Cntics of Dilbert reject Scott Adams' satire and argue that it comes too close to
reality and due to its bitter quality, doesn't facilitate change between management and
workers but instead supports the status quo in favor of traditionally accepted modes of
management power systems. While laughing at our

folly, we also accept it

as

the 'way it

IS

Whether we support or criticize Scott Adams' work, I believe Dilbert opened a
new channel for dialogue between management and workers everywhere. He dared to
question authority and today's management practices and in questioning authority,
learned more about himself in the process. And while

it's still unclear as to what kind of

an effect, whether sociological or psychological, Dilbert has had on the manager/worker

relationship, we would be remiss to simply disregard this popular medium of
communication in our study of leadership.
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